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Astar is a young boy with no desire or
confidence to make anything of himself in
life. However, the death of Astars king
causes an unexpected turn of events,
especially since Astar is the only witness to
the murder. Driven on by a mysterious
phoenix and accompanied by a boy with a
peculiar fate, Astar sets off in search of the
hidden land, Vanger Main. The legendary
Knights of Ecla are preparing for war there;
however, the key players are still missing
and its up to Astar to hunt them down and
stop their enemy once and for all. But for
the all-powerful Dragonious there are few
weaknesses. It seems the only way to
defeat her is to become her. In this epic tale
of friends and traitors, love and hate, only
those with determination can win. Only
those with the heart of a leader can prevail.
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